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Paramedic education includes two main components: the work of facilitating education and the work of 
administering the education.  A Program Director must balance both activities and set appropriate 
priorities.  It is important to note that all faculty, staff, and the Medical Director are responsible for 
accreditation requirements and processes and the requirements and activities do not rest solely with 
the Program Director. 

Facilitating education includes annual and ongoing or cyclic activities: developing lesson plans, syllabi, 
and schedules; developing cognitive, psychomotor, and affective evaluation tools; evaluating student 
performance; evaluating the evaluation tools; skill and performance tracking; counseling; evaluating 
terminal competency; and more.  Some of these activities may be viewed as both administrative and 
instructional responsibilities and all contribute to the quality of the education program.  None are a 
single occurrence since there is always a need to review and update materials and processes. 

Administrative responsibilities include both annual requirements and those that occur throughout the 
year.  Annual functions are conducting and documenting Advisory Committee meetings, the CoAEMSP 
Annual Report, and resource assessments. Continuous functions include maintaining clinical resources 
and affiliation agreements; training preceptors; maintaining relationships with stakeholders; engaging 
Medical Director participation and communication; facilitating staff professional development; obtaining 
and monitoring evaluations of presentations, skill instructors, and the course or courses; conducting 
faculty meetings; maintaining records; and distributing graduate and employer surveys.  Some other 
responsibilities occur as the situation arises: hiring instructors and notifying CoAEMSP/CAAHEP and 
other regulatory authorities of personnel changes for example.  In addition, the wise program is mindful 
of succession and other long-range planning.  

Organization and time management are the keys to successfully navigating both the instructional and 
administrative components of program operation and can be challenging and may be an unfamiliar skill 
set for the new Program Director or instructor.  However, organization can be learned, and various tools 
can aid the process.  Once an organizational framework is in place, tasks and processes become 
hardwired and routine.  

The work of instruction is equally important to the work of program administration.  Common student 
complaints regarding a program are: the course is not organized; we either do not have a schedule or 
the instruction does not follow the schedule, some topics are skipped or rushed; labs are disorganized, 
there is a lot of wasted time, we get conflicting information from the instructors; the lab instructors 
spend most of the time telling war stories; we don’t get our exam results timely, the instructor reads the 
slides (death by PowerPoint); and we frequently get out of class early (and I’m not getting my money’s 
worth). 

On reflection, do you, or other instructors, rush through a review of the slides the evening 
before/morning of the presentation to see what to cover in the class?  Are lab instructors milling around 
five minutes before the session wondering what their topic is and what equipment is needed?  These 
are all signs of lack of organization and planning which becomes apparent to the students.  It is stressful 
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for the instructor and the student can be left with the feeling of being responsible for their own 
education. 

The common response, from Program Directors and Instructors, is ‘we need more time’ which can 
certainly be true, especially for staff new to their roles or when the program is short staffed.  But often 
the missing ingredient is valuing the need for preparation and organization, time management, and 
setting priorities. If every day feels like a crisis, overall planning, student experience, and the details of 
maintaining accreditation suffer.  Analysis and review of Program operation contributes to the overall 
success of the students and the Program. 

So, what does accreditation require? An appropriate sponsor is essential of course.  Beyond that, 
accreditation speaks to: documentation of people and processes; tracking of student progress and 
providing feedback and evaluating competency; providing adequate resources (people, places, 
equipment and supplies); and obtaining, training and evaluating those individuals and other resources.  

How to keep up with it all?  First, over-learn the CAAHEP Standards and CoAEMSP Interpretations.  This 
knowledge is a core competency for Program Directors, instructors/faculty and the Medical Director.  
When the email to start the self-study arrives is not the time to start reviewing (cramming in student 
terms).  There should be no document or information requested in the self-study report that has not 
already been obtained and on file (except for the Faculty Evaluation SSR Questionnaire that only occurs 
when the self-study report is due.)  For example, information on clinical and field internship sites and 
dates of preceptor training should already be part of the program documentation. Instructor and course 
evaluations, annual resource assessments and other evaluation tools have been completed on a regular 
basis.  The Medical Director has been reviewing syllabi, evaluation tools, and student progress 
periodically.  Student files are complete and in order. 

The CoAEMSP provides a variety of tools to assist in documentation and planning: a few are required but 
most are optional.  Institutions may have their own requirements; review the tools and use them 
consistently.  Some helpful approaches include: 

• Develop a program ‘planner’ that list activities and due dates.  Depending on the length and 
structure of your program, the planner may be weekly or monthly.   

• Use your computer calendar program (Outlook or other) to enter activities (i.e., distribute 
Instructor survey today, schedule Advisory Committee meeting). 

• Use a paper calendar to do the same. (i.e., schedule time with Medical Director to review 
student progress, schedule student advising sessions) 

• Modify the schedule provided to students to add a column for activities and due dates in a 
version for staff use only. (i.e., review Appendix G documentation, begin Annual Report). 

• Place a sign in your office: What have I done to meet the Standards today? 

 

Take a test: download the sample self-study report from the CoAEMSP website and review each tab: can 
you answer the questions today? Do you have all the documentation listed?  What is missing and why?  
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Then, make a plan – and stick to it so that when the day comes that you get the email to begin your self-
study, all you have to do is organize the information you already have at your fingertips! 

Create a culture of accreditation by making it an everyday activity.  

      ### 


